Prabowo Subianto, the strong political rival of President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo in the coming 2019 Presidential Election, has signed the so-called an integrity pact with GNPF or the Indonesian hard-line Indonesian ulama and Islamic activists Sunday (on 16 September), highlighting to guarantee about the return of (radical) cleric Rizieq Syihab from Saudi Arabia. It consists of 17 items.

To sincerely and consequently implement Pancasila and 1945 Constitution when Prabowo wins the election.

To readily maintain and establish the existing (Islamic) religious values, morality, norms and ethics of the Indonesian society.

To take side with the interests of the Indonesian people in the sense of considering their proportionality, representation, justice and solidarity.

To peacefully maintain the Indonesian national unity without neglecting the needs and public interest of the Islamic and other acknowledged religious communities.

To be wisely and evenly balanced in dealing with the Indonesian Brotherhood of Muslim in order to create peace in the Indonesian society.

To make sure using the Indonesia natural wealth for the greatest interest of Indonesian people’s prosperity.

To maintain the unity of the Indonesia Unitary State from the threat of separatism and imperialism.

To remain supporting the people of Palestine in gaining their independence based on the spirit of the Indonesian Preamble of 1945 Constitution.

To make sure that the Unitary State of Indonesia is free from the threat of Communism and other ideology that weakens the nation and state.

To uphold the law based on the existing regulation and laws in protecting all the acknowledged religions from the acts of insults, blasphemy, and other acts that can provoke offense and conflicts.

To continue maintaining the existing Indonesian law in a just way without discrimination for all Indonesian citizens.

To consistently protect and establish all aspects the human rights especially those of association, assembly and freedom of expression.

To guarantee the primary needs for all Indonesian citizens (food, clothes and houses).

To maintain and provide public education and religious education proportionally.

To take care of the so-called public health including to maintain the feasibility of government and private hospitals.

To use constitutional and attributive rights in President position to do rehabilitation, guarantee the returns and rehabilitate the rights of Habib Rizieq Shihab as an Indonesian citizen, and award justice for clerics, and activists of 411, 212 and 313 who have been criminalized.

To respect the position and opinion of clerics and other religious leaders in solving the issues related to the nations and state well-being.
The signing ceremony was led by a leader of the Defenders of Islam Front FPI, Munarman. It was also attended by important opposition political figures such as cleric Yusuf Martak (the chairman of GNPF), Fadli Zon (the deputy chairman of Gerindra party), and Zulkifli Hasan (the general chairman of PAN or the Islamic Mandate Party).